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!NTRODUCT!ON

The conference, "Pathways to lnclusion - strengthening European cooperation in
Prison Education and rraining" will be held between 22 and 24 February 2010. The
conference has the following objectives:

o to draw together some of the main outcomes of the initiatives supported by
European funds;

o to foster the mainstreaming of good practices by drawing them to the attention of
policy-makers:

' to promote networking and exchange of experiences between organisations and
key individuals working in this field;

o to identify future needs for European cooperation in this area, in the light of overall
policy trends.

The main emphasis of the conference will be on demonstrating the results of projects
and partnerships funded through the European Union's Lifelonq Learninq
prosramme (LLP), particularly the Grundtviq programme, as well as the former
Community lnitiative 'EQUAL" and other European initiatives, with a view to pooling
expertise and promoting the development of a sustainable European community of
experience in this area.

This pre-conference paper aims to provide a stimulus for discussion at the conference.
The paper outlines a selection of key themes in relation to prison education and
training. highlighting trends and key issues from across the EU, as identified through a
review of literature. The discussion of each theme is also illustrated with examples of
national actions and initiatives. Additional papers prepared for each of the conference
workshops provide further in-depth analysis of the themes considered in this paper
(Working Group Series A), as well as the specific needs of certain target groups
(Working Group Series B).

ln addition, a paper (entitled GRUNDTVTG AND LEONARDO DA VtNCt - Analysis of
Projects and Key Messages) has been prepared mainly to support working Group
Series C. which analyses projects funded through the EU's Socrates, Leonardo and
Lifelong Learning programmes (projects funded by the EQUAL programme form the
subject of a separate paper). A compendium of projects has also been produced,
which provides a short 'fiche' for each of the projects funded through the Socrates,
Leonardo and Lifelong Learning programmes and categorises these according to the
themes for Working Group Series A and B.

This paper commenceS ,ivith a brief glancE dt European.level policy and international
action in this area, as well as the offender population in the EU. Following this, a
number of key themes will be discussed in turn:

. Key Competences

. Arts and cultural creativity
o Vocational Education and Training
. Developments in education
. ICT and distance learning
o Prison environment and staff
o Transition and reintegration
. Research needs

The paper concludes with a final discussion section.
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2.1

CONTEXT

Policy context

According to international conventions and recommendations the offender has the
same right to education as other citizens. Offenders have a range of complex needs
and reasons for their offending behaviour. Many have education and skills deficits and
therefore the provision of learning opportunities is considered to be an important way
of increasing their reintegration and inclusion in society. lt is also anticipated that "filling
the gap" can help in the prevention of further development of a criminal career.

Prison education and training is a cross-cutting theme, of relevance not only to lifelong
learning policy but also to the areas of employment and social affairs, justice, freedom
and security. This paper focuses on relevant policy developments within the area of
education and training, which will be described in this short introduction and also in the
main body of the document. This introductory section also briefly covers questions of
human rights and how these are addressed in European and international policy and
legislation.

European Framework for Education and Training

While policies for education and training continue to be developed at Member State
level, European actions have helped to encourage greater cooperation and
collaboration. Most recently, the Sfrafegic Framework for European Cooperation in
Education and Training set out four long-term strategic objectives for Member States:

. Making lifelong learning and mobility a reality;

. lmproving the quality and efficiency of education and training;

. Promoting equity, social cohesion and active citizenship;

. Enhancing creativity and innovation, including entrepreneurship, at all levels of
education and training.

This paper demonstrates how the four objectives are relevant to prison education and
training. Specific developments at Member State level, as well as projects supported
by EU funding, help to achieve these aims in the context of prison education and
training. The developments identified for this paper include policies, projects and
initiatives to support and / or improve the quality of lifelong learning in prisons, to
enable and empower offenders' to access their right to education and training, and to
support offenders to develop knowledge, skills and competences, from basic skills to
creativity, to facilitate their rehabilitation.

Safeg u a rd i n g tne riglttfo access ed u c etion' a, iri nr, r, 
^nEducation and training is not only a means of supporting offenders in their transition

from prison to the outside world. lt is "an imperative in its own right'2 and offenders
should not forfeit this right to access education while in prison. Thus, in addition to the

2.1.1

2.1.2

1 lt is recognised that there is some debate around appropriate terminology for the target group and that the term'offenders'can have negative connotations as it implies a lasting conditiJn whereas the terms 'prisoner', ,inmate,and
'detainee' have a more temporary status. The term 'offender' is used in this paper, as this is curienfly the predominant
term used in English.
' The Right to education of persons in detention, report of the special rapporteur on the right to education, Victor Mufroz:
htto:1/www2.ohchr.orq/enqlish/bodies/hrcouncilldocs/1 l session/A.liRC.1 1.g en.pdi



actions and policies of the European Commission, it is also important to recognise the
role of the Council of Europe and the United Nations in establishing international
guidelines on the rights of offenders, including specific reference to their right to access
education. The UN has approved conventions to which Member States have given
their assent, and the Council of Europe has approved a number of recommendations in
a variety of areas, which Member States have committed to.

At European level, the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms states that 'No person shall be denied the right to education"
(Art. 2)3. More recently, the Lisbon Treaty recognised the rights of EU citizens through
the enforcement of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Article 18 of the Charter
recognises lhal "everyone has the right to education and to have access to vocational
and continuing training'r. Offenders face considerable barriers in accessing their right
to education and as such there are also a number of relevant international provisions
supporting the right of this specific target group to take up learning opportunities.

The United Nations has been active in this area for a number of years. ln 1957, the
Economic and Social Council set out the 'standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment
of Prisoners', which refer to the importance of education and training for all prisoners
who are able to benefit from these and stress the need for prison education and
training to be integrated with the mainstream educational systemt. ln 1990 the UN
General Assembly adopted the 'Basic Principles for the Treatment of Prisoners', which
outline the need to treat prisoners with respect, recognise their rights and freedoms as
set out in the Universal Declaration of Human rights, and include specific reference to
the right of prisoners to take part in "cultural activities and education aimed at the fult
development of the human personality'6. The 1997 UN Economic and Social Council
resolution on international cooperation for the improvement of prison conditions also
refers to access to education and skills training (Art. 7). The UN also states that the
prison service must respect the right of children in accordance with the UN Convention
on Children's Rights. Attention is particularly drawn to Article 28 on education and
Article 37 on torture, death penalty and imprisonment.

Furthermore, in UNESCO's Recommendations for adult education from the 4th
lnternational Conference in Adult Education (1985), the important "right to learn" was
seen as a precondition for development as an individual and citizen.

The Council of Europe has over the last two decades played an important role in
recognistng the rights of offenders. According to the European prison rules of 1987, a
complete programme of education shall be arranged in each prison, to provide all
prisoners with the opportunity to realise ggme, ai'least,'of their individual needs and
wishes. Prison administrations should pay' farticular attention to the education of
young prisoners, in addition to foreign prisoners and prisoners with special cultural and
ethnic needs. Special training programmes should be organised for prisoners with
particular difflculties, such as with literacy and numeracy.

t European convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms:
F!!pi[senvqntions.coe.i nUTreatv/EN/Treatiesihtml/005. htm

^ 
lltp.4eur-lex.euro 0010016.pdf" Ihe Right to education of persons in detention, report of the special rapporteur on the right to education, Victor Mufloz:

FltBJAl atw2.ohchr.orq/enq I ish/laWtreatmentprisoners.htm
" http://www.un.orq/documents/qa/res/45/a45rl,l 1.htm



Following the publication of the Education in Prison report by the European Committee
on Crime Problems in 1988, the Council of Europe published 17 recommendations
covering a range of aspects of education and training, from the fundamental
importance of facilitating access to learning opportunities, to measures to enable
prisoners to continue their education after release. The first paragraph of these
recommendations states: "All prisoners sha// have access to education, which is
envisaged as consrsfing of classroom subjects, vocational education, creative and
cultural activities, physical education and sport, social education and library facilities."

Most recently, in 2006, the Council of Europe has published the revised European
Prison Rules, which outline a number of specific recommendations in relation to
education and training, under Article 28. These are:

. All prisoners should have access to educational programmes which are
comprehensive and meet their individual needs, while taking into account their
aspirations;

o Prisoners with literacy and numeracy needs, and those who lack basic or
vocational education, should be given priority;

. Young prisoners and those with special needs should be given particular
attention;

. Education should not have /ess sfatus than work within the prison regime and
prisoners should not be disadvantaged, financially or otherwise. for taking part in
education;

. All institutions should have a library with a range of both recreational and
ed u cati on a I resources,'

. Wherever possible, the prison library should be organised in co-operation with
co m m u n ity I i b ra ry services;

. The education of prisoners should, as far as practicable:
o be integrated with the educational and vocational training system of the

country so that after release they may continue their education and
training, and

o should takg place under the auspices of external educational
institutions.'

The European Prison Rules and also the Recommendation on Education in Prison also
emphasised the importance of providing a broad curriculum in prison education and
training. An adult education approach requires a broad curriculum, which ensures there
is wider scope for critical reflection and personal development, for the cultivation of
meaningful and useful knowledge and skills and for offenders to broaden their
perceptions of their role and their future.s

The Council of Eurppe has also issued a nurnber of.more specific recommendations
and resolutions, reibting for example td life sentence and other long-term prisoners,
foreign prisoners and juvenile delinquency. Details of these can be found on the
website of the European Prison Education Association websitee.

The Council of Europe recommendations, as outlined above, provide a good summary
of the main areas of consideration for prison education and training. However, good
practice should also include provision for screening/assessment procedures for
competence and need assessment of the individual learner, including a diagnostic

7 Council of Europe, Recommendation Rec(2006)2 of the Commiftee of Ministers to member states on the European
Prison Ru/es. I nternet: https ://wcd.coe.i nUViewDbc.isp?id=9557478lnformationprovided,bpeanPrisonEducationAssociation(EPEA)
v http://www.epea.orq/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=216&ltemid=266



2.2

assessment for learning difficulties. lt is also necessary to consider the influence of the
process of normalisation, for example issuing diplomas from an education provider,
rather than a prison facility. This is also an argument in favour of the "import model" for
provision of education, whereby offenders should have access to the same services as
other citizens, provided by authorities other than the correctional servicesl0.

Finally, it is essential to remember that these are international conventions and
recommendations. At national level, the legislation should also establish (where this is
not already the case) this legal right to education for offenders, while existing and
future prison education and training should be developed and delivered to comply with
them. Today, the actual provision of prison education and training varies considerably
across Europe. There is therefore a need to carry out ongoing follow-up at national
level of the different conventions and recommendations, to ensure that these pledges
are effectively implemented in practice.

Funding Programmes

EU Funding, in particular through the Socrates and Leonardo da Vinci programmes,
and now the Lifelonq Learninq Programme (LLp), contributes to the development of
prison education and training in Europe and overthe last 15 years in particular, many
projects have been funded in relation to this area. Funding is generally granted through
the following two strands of (what is now) the LLp:

o the Grundtviq programme, which provides funding to cooperation and mobility
projects in the area of general and non-vocational adult education. These projects
can support learners and also teachers, trainers and other staff. The type of
activities which can be funded include individual mobility, learning partnerships,
multilateral projects and networks. All types of organisation with a role in promoting
adult learning are eligible to participate.

. the Leonardo da Vinci programme, which focuses on vocational education and
training (VET). Activities supported include mobility, multilateral projects
(development of innovation, transfer of innovation), networks and partnerships.

Other relevant projects were supported through the Joint Actions and Accompanying
Measures strands of the Socrates programme.

The former EQUAL Communitv lnitiative also supported over 100 Development
Partnerships in relation to (ex-) offenders - the results and key messages from these
are identified in a separate paper for distribution at this conference, entitled 'Learning
for Resettlement and Reintegration'. Though..fhe.EQUAL initiative as such has now
come to a close, its lesults are being mainstreamed in several EU Member States
through the European Social Fund, which continues to be of major importance as a
funding instrument in the area of measures to help prevent re-offending.

A small number of projects relating to prison education and training were also funded
through the AGl9,framework proqramme for police and iudicial cooperation in
criminal mattersll, which was run by the Directorate-General for Justice and Home
Affairs from 2003 to 2006. The programme promoted cooperation among police,

* Further detail on the'import model' can be found in the following report: Langelid, T., Maki, M., Raundrup, K.,
Svensson, S. eds.,2009, Nordic Prison Education, A Lifelong Leaining perspeitive.lnternet:

Itttp:/A,wvw.norden.o efni/2009-S36
" http://ec.europa.eu/iustice home/fundinq/2004 2O07/aqis/fundinq aqis en.htm#
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customs and judicial practitioners in criminal matters and supported their contribution
to the development of European policy in this area. AGIS supported projects to
improve the professional skills of practitioners, co-operation between the various
authorities and bodies involved in the fight and prevention of cross-border and serious
crime, as well as the protection of victims' rights and crime prevention.

ln addition, the future Stockholm programme will provide a framework for EU action on
the questions of citizenship, justice, security, asylum and immigration for the next five
years. This programme, which will fall under the remit of the Directorate General for
Justice and Home Affairs, includes a specific priority to promote citizens' rights,
enabling citizens, including the vulnerable, to exercise their rights to the full12.

The background paper for Working Group Series C (GRUNDTVIG AND LEONARDO
DA VINCI - Analysis of Projects and Key Messages) provides an overview of the
projects funded to date in the area of prison education and training and highlights
some key results of these projects. Perhaps the most important outcome of these
projects is that practitioners and also decision-makers have met. shared experiences
and by doing so have improved prison education in their own institution. Many of these
projects have also had a positive impact at national level.

As previously noted, a compendium of project 'fiches' for a I prolects funded by the
Socrates, Leonardo and LLP programmes from 2000 to date has also been produced
for this conference, outlining the activities undertaken, outputs produced and where
available, links to ongoing websites.

The importance of non-governmental organisations

Non-governmental organisations play an important role at local and national level in
the prison context and the process of facilitating inmates' reintegration in society. A
number of these organisations, reflecting a wide range of stakeholder interests in this
area of work, have come together to form associations at European and international
level in their respective areas of work. lt is therefore fitting that ten such organisations
have been invited to the Pathways for lnclusion conference

- European Forum for Applied Criminal Policy (EFFK)
- European Network for Children of lmprisoned Parents (Eurochips)
- European Offender Employment Forum (EOEF)
- European Organisation for Probation (CEP)
- European Prison Education Association (EPEA)
- European Prison Regime Forum (EPRF)
- lnternationalCorrectionsandPrisonsAssociatiqn(ICPA)
- lnternational Juvenile Justice Observatory (IJJO)

With regard to education and training in this context, the European Prison Education
Association (EPEA)13 is naturally of particular importance. The Association was
established in 1991 to promote and safeguard the ideals of the Council of Europe's
Education ln Prison Recommendation No. R (89) 12. ln addition to promoting
educationally-sound principles, practices and policies for education in European
prisons, the organisation aims to support the professional development of those
involved in prison education and works to support research in the field of prison

12 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52009DC0262:EN:NOT
,r*r,r^"***rtra" *



education. lt draws its membership from over 40 countries and involves prison
educators, administrators, governors, researchers and other professionals. As an
lnternational Non-Government Organization (INGO) it is the representative body for
prison education in Europe and a member of the Council of Europe's NGO Liaison
Committee.

The EPEA holds an international conference every two years, with participants from all
of Europe, USA, Canada, Australia and on some occasions also Africala. ln addition,
conferences for directors and coordinators of prison education have been organised
since 1994. These conferences offer an opportunity for national-level policy- and
decision-makers to discuss important topics relating to prison education, such as
supporting minority groups, changing prison education through lcT, research and
evaluation needs and the collaboration between education and work in prison.

1a Conference reports can be found on the EpEA website
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3 KEY TRENDS AND ISSUES IN PRISON EDUCATION AND
TRAINING

lntroduction

There are a number of strong reasons, beyond the purely legal ones, for providing
education and training to offenders. Education and training play an important part in
breaking the cycle of re-offending. On the basis of humanistic ideals, education and the
acquisition of knowledge, including in prison, is an important facet of the civilised
European culture. Another justification for prison education is that it contributes to
enabling prisoners to continue studying or to obtain and retain fulfilling employment
after release. Adult education can help to support personal development and in doing
so can transform offenders' lives. As such, it is not just a legal right but a moral right
which meets a basic human need.

ln Europe, there is an increasing understanding of the legal rights and educational
needs of offenders. From this it follows that the educational content must be
broadened and made more diverse, and better information about the courses available
must be provided. More subjects leading to formal qualifications, particularly
vocational, must be offered, but also practical and aesthetic subjects, language
courses, ICT courses and other short courses leading to approved qualifications
should be part of prisoners' options. Key measures in this respect are individualised
instruction and support, an accurate evaluation of offenders' strengths and
weaknesses, a more flexible curriculum, and improved educational and career
guidance. There is also a growing understanding that the planning and preparation for
release has to date been unsatisfactory. Thus, the cooperation between the education
units and other public bodies must be developed and made more efficient.

A current trend is also that more and more countries see the need to solve the various
challenges of prison education and professional development through European
cooperation. ln spite of the differences between countries, learning from the
experience of others is crucial for successful policy and practical development. Thus,
European educators also realise that the role of teachers in prison education needs to
be professionally developed through common initiatives and collaboration. EU funding,
through the programmes described above, can be used to support such transnational

Prison educators mus't have a better oiiportunity to attend in-service and further
training courses, and the education offered in prison must to a greater extent employ
the methods of adult education, taking account of the various backgrounds and needs
of offenders. Education for adults is different from the education of children. Adult
education provides support for the idea that the offender is an adult and responds best
when treated as an adult. Thus, in order to make lifelong learning a reality, it is
important that also offenders and ex-offenders can have the same positive learning
opportunities as the population at large.

The provision of education and training opportunities in prisons is therefore a vital
element of penal policy. supporting offenders to gain knowledge, skills and
competences forms an important stepping stone in their journey towards rehabilitation

10



3.2

and reintegration into society. lt is not the only solution but forms an essential part of
the rehabilitation package.

Education and training can help offenders in a number of ways. Most have low levels
of education and many lack basic literacy and numeracy, as well as 'life' skills, such as
communication skills. Learning can help to fill these skills gaps, to support the learner
in his / her personal development and also can enable offenders to achieve their
potential, for example through increased educational self-concept, general self-esteem
and motivation, as well as the development of knowledge and skills. Learning
opportunities can also give a sense of purpose and direction to the individual during
his/her sentence.

Furthermore, by using their time in prison to gain knowledge, skills and competences,
offenders have greater chances of gaining and retaining employment on release and
may be less likely to re-offend. ln the context of an economic crisis, when there is
increased competition for jobs, making it particularly difficult for the low skilled and
other disadvantaged groups to find employment, education and training in prison is
more important than ever.

Nevertheless, prison education is only one element of the wider package of support
offenders need to facilitate their reintegration into society. Other elements include
support to tackle substance misuse, (mental) health problems and to find
accommodation, positive leisure activities and to manage their finances on release. ln
fact, education can help offenders to tackle some of these problems by improving their
awareness and competences. This package of support needs to be opened up at the
beginning of the offender journey and to continue through to release and beyond. To
promote equity, social cohesion and active citizenship in individuals who have not
succeeded in the ordinary school system requires strong collaboration and
communication among the various stakeholders involved.

The offender population

The World Prison Population List1s estimates the prison population rates per 100,000
of the national population. The eighth edition, published in 2009 by the lnternational
Centre for Prison Studies, notes that in Europe, as in many other parts of the world, the
prison population is growing - prison populations have increased in 68% of European
countriesl6. The list also shows significant differences across Europe. For instance,
while in Latvia, which according to these figures has the highest prison population rate
among those countries participating in this Pathways to lnclusion conference, there are
288 inmates per 100,000 population, there aro onl.y 44 in lceland which has the lowest
rate.

The increases in prison populations bring capacity problems and in the majority of
countries in Europe prisons currenfly have occupancy levels of over looo/r1i . A
shortage of resources resulting from high occupancy levels tends to impact first on
those measures which aim to prepare offenders for release (i.e. education and training,
social work, therapies etc). Strain on the capacity of prisons can thus have an impalt

15

h/icqs/dovYntoads.php?searchtitle=world+prison&tvpe=O&month=0&vear

=0&lanq=0&author=&search=Search'" This includes countries whlch are not represented at the Pathways to lnclusion conference
" All data from the from the lnternational ientre for Prison Studies at Kings College, University of London
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on the provision of education and training for offenders, as the opportunities for
learning do not tend to be increased in line with the greater number of inmatesls.

The great majority of prisoners in the 27 EU Member States are male, with only 6.2%
of the offender population being women. Although the age profile of offenders varies
across European countries, in most European countries, the largest numbers of
offenders can be found in the age groups 26-30 and 31-40 year$le.

ln addition, 'foreign' prisoners2o make up 1g.6oh of the population and in some
countries make up more than 40o/o of the prison population. The total EU prison
population (627,455 in 2009) includes almost 150,000 in pre-trial/remand
imprisonment, a group for whom it is particularly difficult to provide meaningful
education and training opportunities.

Offenders come from a wide range of backgrounds but many have experienced social
disadvantage in some form. ln several countries, such as the UK, black and minority
ethnic groups" (who are in general more likely to experience social disadvantage in its
different forms) tend to be over-represented among the prison population. The
available literature also suggests that a high number of offenders have mental health
or learning difficulties and many also have problems with substance misuse.

A high number of offenders have a lack of education and skills. ln the UK, for instance,
over half of all offenders do not have any qualifications at all22. A study carried out in
the Nordic countries found that between seven and sixteen per cent of the prisoners in
these countries (Denmark, Finland, lceland, Norway and Sweden) had not completed
compulsory schooling, while the proportion of prisoners whose highest completed level
of formal education was compulsory school varied from approximately one quarter in

Finland to nearly half in lceland and Sweden23.

Many offenders therefore experience 'dispositional barriers' to learning as a result of
their disadvantaged background, previous failure in education and other factors such
as low self-esteem or disability2a.

However, in many countries a small but increasing percentage of prisoners have
started university studies or have even completed university degrees. This is probably
a reflection of a trend seen in developmental studies in several western countries that
some prisoners did not show antisocial behaviour until after a normal childhood. These
so called "late onsets" have often completed upper secondary education or have good
potential for'doing so. The consequence for prison education is that it must be made
easier to study at uniqsity level while i4,prjs'bn,'Experibnce shows the importance of

18 Langelid, T., Maki, M., Raundrup, K., Svensson, S. eds.,2009, Nordic Prison Education, A Lifelong Learning
Perspective. lnternet: http://www.norden.orqlis/utqafa/utqefid-efni/2009-536
le Council of Europe
htto://www.coe.inUUe/leqal affairs/leqal co-operation/prisons and alternatives/statistics space i/PC-
CP 2009 %2001Rapport%20SPACE%2O! 2007 090505 final rev%20.pdf

ntry in which they were incarcerated

" This is the term used in British statistics. 'BME'groups represent those groups that are non-white by race but are third,
fourth and fifth generation, living within the general population
" National Audit Office, 2008, Meeting Needs? The Offenders' Learning and Skills Servrbe. lnternet:
http ://www. n ao,ors.u k/p

Preferences and
Motivation, TemaNord. lnternet: http://www.norden.oro/en/publications/publications/2009-508
'o The Right to education of persons in detention, report of the special rapporteur on the right to education, Victor Mufroz:
http://www2.ohchr.orq/enqlish/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/l l session/A.HRC.1 1.8 en-pdf
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addressing the different needs of prisoners, both those who have fallen behind at
school or left without having acquired the necessary qualifications to take up work, and
the previously well qualified.

Research has led to the identification of a range of needs among prisoners, known as'criminogenic'. These include for example accommodation, education and training,
financial management and income, relationships, and factors associated with their
offending, such as the offence committed and their criminal history2s. Fo, eramfle,
strong family relationships can h^elp with resettlement after leaving prison and can play
a role in reducing re-offending26. offenders with multiple criminogenic needs have
been found to be more likely to re-offend. ln addition, a number of 'risk factors, have
also been established which can influence the offender - these can be divided into'static' factors which cannot be altered (e.9. criminal history) and 'dynamic, factors
(including education) which can be changed2T.

The different characteristics of the prison population therefore need to be taken into
account in the development of education and training opportunities. For instance, the
higher numbers of foreign prisoners create a need for materials in the language of the
learner as well as opportunities for language training for both the offenders and for
prison staff so that they can better communicate with inmates of foreign nationality.
Furthermore, the range of criminogenic needs experienced by the individual offender
must be taken into account in developing their rehabilitation support package. put
simply 'one size does not fit all'. This paper explores some general lessons learned in
relation to prison education and training but it is importanl to stress that provision
should be contextualised at the local level and tailored to the individual's needs.
Robust diagnostic procedures are vital to identify the offenders'full range of needs anda range of learning provisions (subject matter, levels) and learning methods (e.g.
distance learning, e-learning) should be made available to ensure accessibility for all.

The 'one size does not fit all' reality also needs to be emphasised when motivating
offenders to take up learning opportunities. Offenders can be motivated to prepare for
life upon release or by attempts to break free from prison routines. Thus, they can be
concerned with the value of education, their own resettlement and future job prospects,
or to avoid aspects of prison life rather than seek out education as an activity in itself.
An initial "negative" motivation, such as the avoidance of aspects of prison iit", ,uy,
however, produce a platform for the teachers to help prisoners to bring other and moie
"positive" motives to the surface.

The following sections of this paper explore some key themes in relation to education
and training in prisotls. and highlight the fihdihgs oi'h literature review, with some
examples of provisiort and projects from different European countries.

*+{arper 
G' And chitty c., eds., 2005, The impact of corrections on re-offending: a review of ,what works,,uK HomeOffice Research, Development and Statistics Directorate. lnternet:

,, )'r9n and Stewart, 2005, cited in Harper G. And Chitty C., lbid.'' Andrews and Bonta, 199g, cited in Harper c. And Chiity C., lbid.
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3.3 Key Gompetences: Literacy and basic skills, personal and social competences

At European level, there is a clear commitment to ensuring that all European citizens
have the key competences they need to access employment and achieve personal
fulfilment, social inclusion and active citizenship. The European Framework for Kev
Competences for Lifelono Learning2s identifies the key skills individuals require and is
made up of competences in 'traditional' subjects (e.9. mother tongue literacy,
numeracy, knowledge of foreign languages, science and ICT skills) and also other
'softer' skills, such as learning to learn, social and civic competence, taking initiative,
entrepreneurship, cultural awareness and self-expression. Member States are
encouraged to use the Framework to develop the provision of key competences as
part of their lifelong learning strategies.

Furthermore, the 2007 Action Plan on Adult Learning includes a specific objective on
raising the skills levels of European citizens, and supporting them to go 'one step up'
(to achieve a qualification at least one level higher than before). The Action Plan also
states that it is not enough to simply attract people into education and training, there
must also be a real opportunity for them to raise their level of qualification and integrate
better in all aspects of life.

While there is currently no robust evidence to suggest that a lack of basic skills
(literacy, language and numeracy) is predictive of offending, it is true that a large
proportion of those in prison have low levels of qualifications and low levels of literacy
and numeracy. Likewise, there is no evidence linking specific learning difficulties to
offending, but impaired basic skills are related to a number of other factors which can
be associated with offending, including poor school experience, unemployment, social
exclusion and various psychological or cognitive factors linked to self-concept and
attitudes to offending". lt is also indicated that offenders with impaired basic skills are
even more motivated to increase their competence levels during incarceration3o.

Nevertheless, there is research to suggest that basic skills training can improve
prisoners' skills, although whether this training alone can have a positive impact on

employment is questioned3l. There is however some evidence to show that basic skills
learning can contribute to a reduction in re-offending32 and there is evidence that low
skills are a major barrier to employment prospects, no matter what other
disadvantages an individual faces. lt has also been argued that a modern society and
today's labour market require higher levels of basic skills compared to the production
labour of earlier societies, and members of the community with lower skills and
competence levels are therefore more vulnerable to changes in the labour market.

,,,\\,')

28 http://europa.eu/leqislation summaries/education traininq vouth/lifelonq learnino/c11090 en.htm
" -offending:
a review of 'what works', UK Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate. lnternet:
http://www.homeoff ice.qov.uUrds/pdfs04/hors291.pdf

T.(2o06).Educationalintentionsamongprisoninmates.
European Joumal of Criminal Policy and Research, 12,3548.
'' Harper G. And Chitty C., eds., 2OO5 The impact.of corrections on re-offending: a review of 'what works', UK Home
Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate. lnternet:
http://www.homeoffice.cov.uUrds/pdfs04/hors291.bdf



The Prison Adult Literacy Survey, lreland, 2001

A study was carried out in 2001 to examine the literacy levels among the prison population in
lreland. The study set out to identify how prisoners compared with the general population in
terms of literacy skills; to examine the extent to which literacy problems and factors associated
with these could be associated with the development of anti-social behaviours which can result
in the offender being sentenced to prison; and to extend the research base and knowledge
regarding the prison population.

The survey results identifled three groups of offenders in terms of literacy skills. First, a
significant number of prisoners at that time had no literacy skills and could be considered
'illiterate'. The second group, again a large number of prisoners, had limited skills, likely to affect
their ability to 'meet the challenges of modern living'. The third group had good literacy skills.

The study authors suggested that the survey results were evidence of the link between anti-
social behaviour and educational disadvantage, although it was recognised that poor literacy
skills are a contributory factor to criminal activities, rather than there being a simple direct
relationship between the two.

A number of recommendations were made as a result of the study. These included prioritisation
in prison education of those with the weakest literacy skills and the introduction of a standard
inltial screening procedure for offender learners.

Since offenders with low basic skills are often the hardest to reach, effective ways of
engaging these potential learners need to be identified. For instance, in the
background paper for Working Group Series C (GRUNDTVIG AND LEONARDO DA
VINCI - Analysis of Projects and Key Messages), there are some examples of EU-
funded projects which have related the teaching of basic skills to offenders' own
experiences.

Furthermore, although the education and training required by offenders may be at
basic level, it is important for the teaching to be carried out in line with the principles of
adult education3a. The EPEA promotes a view of prison education that is founded in
adult and community education and advocates the provision of prison education which
is in line with the best practices and principles of lifelong learning available in the wider
community. This is based on the belief that adult education has the capacity to
transform the prisoner's perception of self and others, and that it is these perceptions
that determine attitude and behaviour.

Thus, adult basic education is not simply about literacy, numeracy and digital literacy.
Offenders need to be supported through an approach which emphasises 'critical
literacy' rather than 'functiGnal literacy'. While, the, latier is understood as the ability to
read and write, critical literacy on the other hand is a process of transformation through
which the learner's cognitive and intellectual development is enhanced and
transformed. Critical literacy is an empowering tool that can reshape the world in which
we live and for offenders, can be a vital step in developing new concepts of 'values',

32 Social Exclusion Unit (SEU), 2002, cited in Schuller, Prof. T, 2009, Crime and Lifelong Learning, National lnstitute for
Adult and Continuing Learning (NIACE). lnternet: http://www.niace.orq.uk/lifelonglearninqinquirvldocsllFLL-
Crime.ndf
"' Morgan, M and Kett, M, The Prison Adult Literacy Survey, Resu/ts and lmplications, lrish Prison Service, 2003. lnternet:
http://www.irishprisons.ie/documents/Adult Literacv Survev.pdf

ds.,2009, Nordic Prison Education, A Lifelong Learning
Perspective. lnternet: http://www.norden.orq/islutqafa/utqefid-efni/2009-536
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3.4

vital for the prevention of re-offending.3s As explained above, the lack of basic skills is

symptomatic of the many and complex factors which can lead to offending and by
taking a wider approach to the provision of adult education in prisons, it is possible to
begin to address some of these other factors too.

The Draft 2010 Joint Report on progress towards the implementation of the EU
Education and Training 2O1O work programme36 highlights a concern at the growing
number of people in the EU with low levels of reading literacy and stresses that low
levels of literacy can be a disadvantage in terms of employment and well-being. The
report notes that as well as basic skills, it is important that adult learning covers the full
range of key competences. This seems particularly important in the case of offenders,
who need to be supported to develop skills in areas such as basic health capabilities,
personal development, financial capabilities etc, which will help to facilitate their
rehabilitation and reintegration.

To date though, the focus of prison education has primarily been on basic skills and
skills to increase employability. There is therefore a strong argument for basic skills to
be embedded in a wider curriculum offer37. Basic skills should be included within
activities or experiences which the learner can apply to his/her own circumstances. lt is
also necessary to consider how programmes aimed towards increasing basic skills are
designed to meet the individual needs of the participants - programmes should be
based on individual assessment of skills levels.

Arts and cultural creativity

The task of education is greater than the teaching of skills or literacy, mathematics or
any other discipline. lt includes enhancing skills and creativity at all levels of education
and training. The Council of Europe 1989 Recommendation on education in prison
thus refers to the need for governments to implement policies which allow for
education not only in classroom subjects and vocational education, but also in creative
and cultural activities. The European Prison Rules also recognise that prisoners
should be given access to cultural activities and that as far as possible, they should be

allowed to organise these.

Taking part in cultural and creative activities can help offenders to improve their
personal and social skills, to develop confidence and can also lead them to acquire a

taste for learning. Thus, cultural activities can be a stepping stone to other kinds of
education and can have a therapeutic effect. Creativity and new ways of thinking can
help in the process of rehabilitation, for instance by encouraging the offender to
explore new roles38.

:t,': '\\.

35 lnformation provided by Dr. Anne Costelloe, former Chair of the European Prison Education Association (EPEA)
'o http://eur-lex.europa.eullexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2009:0640:FlN:EN:PDF
' nuing Learning (NIACE),
lnternet: htto://www.niace.orq.uk/lifelonqlearninqinquirv/docsllFLL-Crime.odf
" clemei-ts, P, 2004 rhe Rehabititative Role of-Arls Educa-tion in Prison;Accommodation or Enlightenment?,
lnternational Journal of Art and Design Education, v23, n2, pp 169-178 , May 2OO4
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Arts in Prisons, An evaluative report (UK

An evaluative report of arts in prison, commissioned by the Anne Peaker Centre for Arts in
Criminal Justice, identifies a number of the benefits of arts activities in prison. The report
suggests that the arts are a 'gateway' or a starting point towards further educational activities.
For offenders with previous negative experiences of formal education, the report notes that art
subjects and activities were often the exception. Further, the report identifies the potential for
arts activities to act as a 'gateway' to address issues of diversity and inclusivity.

The report also makes a number of recommendations for future developments or areas for
further research. Amongst others, it suggests that the arts should be recognised as an essential
part of the support package provided to offenders and that more research should be carried out
into the short-, medium- and longterm impact of arts in prison

3.5

There is however some debate about such 'therapeutic' arts programmes. ln the UK
for instance, where pieces of art by 'high profile' criminals have been purchased at
relatively high prices and some have been placed on display in public places, there has
been discussion in the media of the ethics of arts education in prison and the public
sale of its results. While some see it as a way of supporting offenders to rebuild a
connection with society, others question what they see as a 'celebration' of sometimes
serious criminals. The public display of work by offenders may also be considered
offensive to and I or by the victims of serious crime and their families. The debate has
prompted a review in the UK of the legislation which prevents offenders from making
money from their crimes, which may be extended to cover their artworkao.

Vocational Education and Training (VET)

Vocational Education and Training (VET) provides learners with the skills, knowledge
and competences required to participate in the labour market. VET policy is integrated
as a part of the Lisbon strategy, in which VET must play an active and key role in
furthering lifelong learning policies and supplying a highly skilled workforce.

Cooperation at European level on strengthening the provision of VET has been
facilitated through the Copenhagen Process, which aims to improve the quality and
attractiveness of VET, to encourage individuals to make use of the wide range of
vocational learning opportunities available and to create a European area of VET
promoting mutual trust between the key players. The process is reviewed every two
years and the latest review of the Process resulted in the adoption of the Bordeaux
Communiqueot on enhanced cooperation in voctitional edubation and training in 2008.
This Communiqu6 definei four priorities for'dooperation between 2008 and 2010 and
introduces the npw objective of strengthening the links between VET and the labour
market.

3s Bamford, A,2oo7, An evaluative report of arls in prisons, Anne Peaker Centre for Arts in Criminal Justice (ApC),
Canterbury, United Kingdom
oo Grove, s., _2009, criminal cutture, Beyond the Bars, in Newsweek, September 7 2oog,pp. 4g-50-' Bordeaux Communiqu6: htto:/lec.europa.eu/education/lifelonq-learning-policv/doc/bordeaux en-pdl
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The four priorities set in Bordeaux for the period 2009-2010 are:

1. lmplementing the tools and schemes for promoting cooperation in the field of VET

- with a particular focus on: i) establishing National Qualifications Frameworks on
the basis of leaming outcomes, ii) the European Credit system for Vocational
Education and Training, and iii) the European Quality Assurance Reference
Framework.

2. Heightening the quality'and attractiveness of VET systems - by promoting the
attractiveness of VET and by promoting excellence and quality.

3. lmproving the links between VET and the labour market - by i) Developing
forward-planning tools focusing on jobs and skills in line with the Council
Resolution on "New skills for new jobs"; ii) Ensuring the involvement of the social
partners, iii) lmproving guidance and counselling (throughout life) to ease the
transition from training to work; iv) Promoting adult training, in particular in the
workplace with special attention to SMEs; v) Developing validation and recognition
of non-formal and informal learning outcomes; vi) lncreasing mobility; and vii)
lncreasing the role of higher education in VET.

4. Strengthening cooperation arrangements - by i) lncreasing the efficiency of mutual
learning activities; ii) Strengthening linkages between VET, school education,
higher education and adult training; and iii) Consolidating exchanges and
cooperation with third countries and international organisations, such as the
OECD, the Councilof Europe, the ILO and UNESCO.

The next Copenhagen process review will be held in Bruges in 2010.

Accessing rewarding employment is a key factor in enabling offenders to move away
from crimea'. Furthermore, prisoners themselves tend to give priority to support in

overcoming their employment and skills needs, rather than their needs in terms of
health and family problemsa3. Surveys among inmates also show that the majority want
to start an education in prison and most members of this group have a preference for
vocational subjectsaa. Vocationally oriented courses therefore have an important role to
play in supporting offenders.

Many countries offer the possibility to earn money from paid work in prison, which may

act as a disincentive to prisoners from taking up training opportunitiesas. Prison work
could be a way of enabling prisoners to obtain skills, rather than a way of 'filling their
time'. Nevertheless, where prisoners do undertake work in prison, it is often menial and
low-skilled, yet takes priority over education.

It therefore seems that prison schools should offer more in the way of complete or
partial vocational training . 

programmes. A step towards realising this is the criminal
justice sector'5'improvgpent of the prison wort< prograrnme (prison workshops). For
inmates wishing to takE up vocational treiihihg, it is important that the prison work
programme is p well functioning training establishment with qualified personnel to
perform this task. There should be a link between work and training, so that students

o' Sims, C. (City and Guilds), 2008, Education and Training in Prisons.lnternet:
http://www.skillsdevelopment.ors.uUodflEducation%20and%20traininq%20in%20prisons%2009.10.22.pdf

ernet:
http://www,niace.org.uUlifelonqlearninqinquirvldocs/IFLL-Crime.pdf

cafional Backgrounds, Preferences and
Motivation, TemaNord. lnternet: http://r*urw.norden.ord/en/publicaiions/publications/2009-508
ou Sims, C. (City and Guilds), 20Q8, Education and Training in Pr,'sons. lnternet:
http://www.skillsdevelopment.orq.uUpdf/Education%20and%20traininq%20in%20prisons%2009.10.22.odf
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can learn theory in the school and conduct practice in the prison workshopsao. There is
therefore a case for prison work to have a better link with employment outside of
prison, not least to give prisoners a better chance of obtaining employment on release.
Where provision for vocational education and training, or work experience does exist, it
is vital that this has a strong link to the local labour market, for prisoners who will return
to the local area on release. Employer involvement is equally importantaT and can help
to change attitudes towards hiring a person with a criminal record. Nevertheless, the
offender may be in a prison outside of the area where they will live on release and
indeed in the case of foreign prisoners may be returning to another country. Such
prisoners therefore need access to training which provides generic skills of use on the
labour market.

There should be equal opportunities for work, education and other approved activities
in prisons, all available during normal working hours. As previously indicated,
education is one part of the support package required by offenders and when
combined education with work, treatment programmes and other activities, education
can become more effectiveae. Thus, as stipulated in the European Prison Rules, it is
also important that "Education shall have no /ess a stafus than work within the prison
regime and prisoners shall not be disadvantaged financiatly or otherwise by taking part
in education'50

Keeping pace with developments in education and training policy

As mentioned previously, the standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of
Prisoners emphasise the importance of integrating prison education and training with
the national education systems, to ensure prisoners can continue their learning on
release. This is also a way of making other,instilutions than the prison aware of their
responsibilities, by indicating that they also'have an obligation to assist in the return of
the prisoners to the community. Education and training in prisons should therefore be
seen as part of the overall education and training sector and should keep pace with

it^f^"ry^"-S]:tlrtinistry of Education and Research, Short Version of ReporT no. 27 to the Stofting [the Nonrvegian Storting]
(2004-2005) Education and Training in the Correctional Seryices "Another Sprino. lnternet:
[ttp://www.epea.orq s/pdf/AnotherSprinq(Norwav).pdf'' Sims, C. (City and Guilds), 2008, Education and Training in prisons.lnternet:

n%rOand%20train %20prisons%2009.10.22.pdf" EuropeanPrison Education Association, 2O05, lnternational Conference on prison Education ZOOS, Coiference Aepon
"'Langelid, T., Meki, M., Raundrup, K., Svensson, S. eds.,2009, Nordic Prison Education, A Lifelong Learning
Perspecti.ve. hternet: http://www.norden.o* uouncrl of Europe, Recommendation Rec(2006)2 of the Commiftee of Ministers to member states on the European
Prison Rules. lnternet: https://wcd.coe.inUViewDoc.iso?id=9S5742

3.6

Prison Education and Training in Spain

ln Spain, education is considered the principal method of supporting offenders in their social
reintegration, after work. lt is intended that the three main areas of learning should complement
each other to support the offender:

1) Formal learning at all educational levels (primary, secondary and vocational, which are all
free and university studies, which are supported by scholarships and grants).

2) Non-formal learning in a range of subjects - today there are over 2000 programmes
available which are mainly run by NGOs (there are around 200 NGOs working in Spanish
prisons)

3) Workshops which provide offenders with relevant skills and competences for the workplace.
Participants receive training before taking part in the workshops, are paid for their efforts
and also are able to make Social Security contributions.
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developments in education and training policy. There are a number of specific
developments in the sphere of education and training which are particularly relevant to
education and training in prisons, which are discussed in turn below.

To begin with, the Pathways to lnclusion conference is intended to contribute
substantially to the implementation of the Action Plan on Adult Learninq. This Action
Plan, adopted by the European Commission in 2007, aims to help remove the barriers
that prevent adults from engaging in learning activities, and to improve the quality and
efficiency of the adult learning sector.

One of the actions specified within the Action Plan is to speed up the implementation of
the European Qualifications Framework (EOF). The EQF is a meta-framework of
eight levels based on learning outcomes descriptors to which national qualifications
systems and frameworks will be referenced. The EQF is evidence of the change in
emphasis from learning 'inputs' (attendance at a training course, participation in a
learning experience) towards learning 'outcomes' (the development of knowledge or
skills). This may be relevant to offenders, who may have acquired skills and
competences which are simply not evidenced formally in the form of qualifications.
Furthermore, the EQF is intended to support individuals and employers to better
understand and compare the qualifications levels of different countries. lt therefore
supports greater transferability of qualifications across Europe, which may be of
particular relevance to offenders imprisoned outside of their country of residence.

Thus, the introduction of the European and National Qualifications Frameworks
promotes the recognition of individuals' lifelong and life-wide learning, in addition to or
in place of formal learning. ln this way, it is a key step in the path towards wider
implementation of validation of non-formal and informal learning. Validation - the
recognition of an individual's competences regardless of how and where these were
developed - has been identified across Europe (and beyond) as a method of
supporting disadvantaged groups to integrate into society and working life.

Skills are not the same as qualifications and it is important to recognise that for those
offenders with poor educational backgrounds, testing and certification may not be
appropriate and may be a disincentive to taking part in learning activities. Validation, or
learning provision which is not accredited, may help to ensure greater take-up and
success of prison education and training provision. lt is particularly important for short-
term prisoners.

For marginalised groups,.who may have negative perceptions or experience of formal
education, validation r{ay thus present an, .oppoitunity' to: acquire full or partial
qualifications; gain acce'ss to courses or exemptions so that training accessed can be
shortened or adhpted; provide the impetus to take up further learning opportunities; or
may simply help to improve self-esteem. Progress in the implementation of validation
varies however across the Member States and there is work to be done in order to
inform relevant target groups of the opportunities it presents to them.

ln Nonrray, validation of prior learning (VPL) has been available for adult learners since
1999, as part of the national Lifelong Learning strategy. Nevertheless, although the
system of VPL is well established in ordinary adult education, vocational testing and
validation of non-formal and informal learning outcomes are seldom used in prison
education. The project described below set out to introduce the concept of validation of
prior learning to education and training in prisons.
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(VPL) to provide offenders with an education that is adapted to their #dffio"j ffi:::?:flwas set up in respon"".to.? 2005 white Paper from the Norwegian Ministry of Education andResearch, which suggested VpL courd be of particurar use to this 
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of rearnerss2.
ln Norway' educational opportunities for offenders are mosfly at upper secondary level and thereis little use of vocational testing and validation of non-format ano iniormal learning. lt was felt thatthe introduction of such procedures would improve the training offer and might also motivateprisoners to take up further education and, later on, employment. Trre target group for the projectwas all offenders in prison and also those waiting to serve a sentence, without upper secondaryor vocational qualifications.

Vox' the national institute. for adult learning, held overall responsibility for coordinating theproject' which was initiated by the Norwegia-n oirectorate for dducation and rraining and theCounty Governor of Hordaland. The projeciobjectives were to:
o Trial and establish VPL (including vocational testing) as a tool for competence mapping andadapted training within prison edlcation,o Establish cooperation |grrr: invorving schoor authorities, the Norwegian Labour andwelfare Administration, the prison and p"roLation services 

"r'o 
,"L, organisations;

' using vPL as a 
. gtarting point, raunch and deverop moders that safeguardindividualised/adapted trainind;

' 3ft,i"r:"3?irJl3r5[Jl,[?1"'"' to increase competences in VpL amons projecr

r Produce relevant documentation (a report)

Five local projects were, implemented in the following counties: ostfold, Vestfold, Hordaland,More og Romsdar ,nd_.srr:Ilqlderag. Each group haid memoers irom the schoor department,prison staff and Norwegian welfare ,"no il'" ioiur office of tne taoour aoministration. The projectconcluded in December 2009 and a tinat evatuation report will be available in 2010.
l[,,Tli$?,ff[3.:i"""#X[Ts can arreaoy oe m"Je-on nJ* in"'priect was or.srni""J,no

Through their participation in the project, the employees involved have increased theirknowledge of vPL and as a result lr" ,oi" to inform 
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aoout how to access VpLopportunities' lnformation materials have been prepared which are available in the schools /prisons and have been disseminated to reLvant taiget audien"e". iorrat procedures for vplhave been established in the project scnoots. 
'-

The schools involved in the prolect have introduced systems for cooperation between the mainschool' county administration, lob training feiionnet in prison, Norwegian Labour and welfareservice' cooperation b-"_ty"gn ine scnooioloartryll and job training personnet in prisons is ofparticular importance, since there.is a great potential ror" re"rringlirlf,oo and obligatory work (inprison) are viewed as one connected wnote 
'

The participants concludeQ.,$3t ver- is an adeq-uate meihod foi'many prisoners. ln total, 1g6prisoners were assessed diiriirg tre projecipeii"o.-trr"'r?;;;'ffi first and foremost usedwithin vocational study programmes and candidates were aure to 
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As a result of the project, VPL has been established within the school departments/prisons thatparticipated; the project has created commliment and interest ror Vpl. The participants have
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An important part of the validation process is guidance. lt is also an essential part of
any rehabilitation package for offenders. Guidance refers to "a range of activities that
enable citizens of any age and at any point in their lives to identify their capacities,
competences and rnteresfs, to make educational, training and occupational decisions
and to manage their individual life paths in learning, work and other settings in which
these capacities and competences are learned and/or used'63.|t is a transversal theme
in the European Commission's 2001 Communication on Lifelong Learning, where it is
recognised that guidance services should be accessible to all citizens, especially those
at risk of social exclusion, and tailored to their needs.

The Euroguidance network, which links National Resource Centres for Vocational
Guidance in 32 European countries, supports guidance practitioners through services
such as a virtual community for practitioners to share good practice, online information
and resources and regular newsletters.

Lack of information and guidance can be a barrier to participation in prison learning
opportunities. For instance, in the 2008 survey amongst all inmates in four of the
Nordic countries and a representative selection in one country, a large percentage of
prisoners, especially in Denmark and lceland (34 and 39 per cent, respectively) stated
that they did not receive information about educational possibilitiessa. ln a smaller-scale
survey conducted in 2008 among offenders in UK prisons, respondents were asked to
provide reasons for not participating in learning opportunities during their time in
prison. 17o/o of respondents (12 responses) indicated that'lack of advice about
courses' was the reason for their non-participation, while 14% (10 responses) indicated
that they 'didn't know what was available'ss.

It is recognised that the provision of information and guidance should begin as early as
possible and that effective diagnostic procedures should be in place to identify the
needs of the offender in terms of learning and other support needs. Following the initial
diagnostic, education and training provision should be needs-based and tailored to the
individual learner.

Flexibility in the support provided is also considered to be important, both in terms of
case management and learning provision. For instance, offenders should be able to
join a course when they arrive at the prison. Unit-based credit systems are recognised
as a means of ensuring continuity in the offender's learning, providing learning
opportunities for those serving short-term sentences and enabling some opportunities
to progress. Small traipq:1g units which lead'"tO.certification can be particularly
motivating and experience has shown that'trahy offenders are able to tackle small
units and ex?ms1 which in turn can give them a sense of achievement and increased
motivation.

s3 lnternet: http://ec.europa.eu/education/oolicies/2010/doc/resolution2004 en.pdf* Eiketand prisons. prisoners,educational
background, preferences and motivation Copenhagen: Nordic Council of Ministers. lnternet:
http ://www. norden.orq/en/publications/publications/2009-508
ffisideTimeendRBEconSl'Jlt.anc},Ltd"2o09,BrainCells:Listeningtoprisonerlearners.
lnternet:
http://www.orisonerseducation.orq.uUfileadminluser upload/doc/offender learnino matters/BRA|N CELLS REP
ORT. 11th MAY 09.pdf
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3.7

Modular courses for offenders in Norway

ln Norway, short-term, modular courses were introduced by prison teachers in order to address
the specific needs of their learners, including offenders serving short-term sentences. The
benefits of such courses include: increased motivation, more student-centred teaching and the
possibility to combine modules in order to achieve a full qualifications6.

Training provided in modules could also be a solution in countries which are still
working towards the implementation of a qualifications framework and do not currently
have substantially differentiated qualifications levels which allow learners to obtain
relevant qualifications at a lower level.

lCT and distance learning

ln today's society, where technological development continues apace, digital literacy is
becoming essential for work, leisure and personal development, as well as reading and

writing. The internet and ICT can be exploited to create new learning opportunities and

to implement 'elearning'. This is a learner-focused approach to "the use of new
multimedia technologies and the lnternet to improve the quality of learning by
facilitating access to resources and servlces, as well as remote exchanges and
collaboration'o7 .

New technologies, the internet and ICT in particular, can be used to support all types of
learning (formal, non-formal and informal) and also offer greater flexibility in terms of
the pace of learning, style of learning and content. lndividuals can thus choose their
own learning paths and can access their learning from a variety of locations, although
individualised learning does require effective support frameworks to be in place.

Nevertheless, there are also new risks associated with the increasing importance of
lCT. The phenomenon of the 'digital divide' continues in Europe and according to the
European Commission's review of digital literacy, more effort still needs to be made to
support disadvantaged groups in this area58.

The majority of the prison population of Europe is not digitally literate and there

remains work to be done in many European countries to improve training in ICT skills

and the use of ICT as a learning tool in prisons.

Nevertheless, some progress has been made to date. One of the first countries to take
steps forward in this area was France, where four prisons successfully introduced a

centralised ICT system which was used until the early 1990s, when the technology,
which had become,.oltdated, was found tb dignificantly limit the capabilities of the
system. Since then, substantial developmbnt has been made in this field, thanks to
support from EU funding, particularly the HORIZON, EMPLOYMENT and EQUAL
initiatives and the DG EAC programmes (Leonardo da Vinci, Socrates and the Lifelong
Learning Programme). As a result of the experience gained over the last 20 years

there are now around five or six European centralised learning platforms which meet

the requirements of the corresponding national/regional prison regimes. Although

uu European Prison Education Association ,2008, Prison Eduiation in Europe.
u'The use of ICT to support innovation and lifelong learning for all - A report on progress,
http://ec.europa.eule.duc
"- ll}cl.
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these platforms are all based on internet technology, they follow two different
philosophies:

1. direct access to a defined URL in order to download learning software (Moodte)
2. access to CD or web-based learning software, previously selected and stored in

an intranet server (//ras).

Today, there is a need to integrate existing materials and to make them accessible to
all European Member States, rather than to develop additional platforms. Experts in
this field currently hold two different views on how this should be done. Some promote
the convenience of using existing platforms to interchange learning materials and
experiences, whereas others advocate the creation of a unique platform, integrating all
others, which could be used at a European level. lt should of course be noted that it
would be a very ambitious and challenging project to create a platform that could cover
the range of learning levels required (from basic to higher education), not to mention
the number of languages.

ln any case and for any approach, security remains the main issue which must be
addressed. lt is currently impossible to guarantee the secure use of ICT platforms in
prison, although breaches in security can be minimised. ln fact, prison services employ
ICT specialists to monitor the use of the systems, meaning that misuse of learning
infrastructure is becoming very rareun.

Some good practices and innovative actions can be identified at both national and
European levels. ln Sweden for example, ICT has been used to address the problem
of interrupted learning caused by the transfer of inmates from one prison to another, as
well as to enable a wider subject offer.

ICT to support offender learning in Sweden

ln Sweden, the Prison and Probation administration. together with the former Swedish agency
for flexible learning (CFL) established a project in 2003 to connect learning in prisons to the
national education system. Prior to this project. the quality, cost and level of provision of
education for offenders varied across the country and there were few opportunities for learners
to obtain formal qualifications. The variation in provision also led to a lack of continuity for those
prisoners who were transferred from one institution to another.

The pilot project therefore set about to improve the quality of education for offenders, to ensure
its equivalence with the national education system and to promote continuity in learning
pathways for offenders. The system was based on the introduction of Learning Centres at every
prison, with employed, fully qualified, special subject teachers. To ensure continuity for the
learners when they were transferred, a distance learning model was introduced. Using this
model, the same teacher always supports a leqlqel to the. final point of a course, wherever
he/she is. Furthermore'*the distance learning model means that all 130 different courses are
available for all inmateS in the country, even though there are only a few (1-6) teachers at each
prison.

ln 2008 the Swedish Prison Service was given the legal right to provide formal adult education,
which is equivalent to the corresponding education in society and the learners obtain formal
qualifications. The education is under supervision of the Swedish Schools lnspectorate. Access
to internet is not permitted, but a Learning Management System (LMS) was developed, lntT (a
separate intranet for inmates), in line with security demands. lt is used for a one-to-one

s lnformation provided by Juergen Hillmer, Coordinator, Ex-Offender Community of practice (ExOCop), (Ministry of
J^ustice, Bremen and University of Bremen, Germany)
60 lnformation taken from: European Prison Educatidn Association ,2008, Prison Education in Europe;and European
Prison Education Association ,2005, lnternational Conference on Prison Education 2005, Conference Repoft and updated
by Lena Axelsson, Swedish Prison Education Manager
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communication between the learner and a teacher not located at the learner's prison, as well as
for the provision of digital educational materials. Through lnlT the prisoners can even get in
contact and communicate with the two career counsellors who are located at the head office as
a resource for all offenders.

More and more digital educational materials are made available this way and there are plans to
produce video-based materials to support distance learning. Web cameras are also being

considered as a possibility to upgrade the communication.

For offenders, ICT can become part of the learning process, both in terms of content
(developing lCT, or digital literacy skills) and in terms of the learning methods used. lt

can also be a cost-effective solution to the provision of learning, as needs vary by
offender and it may be difficult to meet the needs of all through on-site provision. ICT is

also important to ensure prison libraries can remain relevant and provide access to up-

to-date materials. Finally, it can constitute a link to the 'outside world' and to facilitate
contact time with a range of support persons, including family, teachers and trainers,
legal advisors etc.

Online services for prison schools in Denmark

ln Denmark, prison schools can pay an annual fee in order to have access to a number of
services, including a websiteol which facilitates the sharing of teaching materials developed in

prison schools, relevant articles with background information and other useful information for
teachers. The fee also entitles them to access a Learning Management System for prisoners

and teachers, as well as membership of the Centre for Flexible Adult Learning.

ICT presents an important tool today in the provision of distance learning opportunities.
Distance learning can be an effective way for offenders to learn in a prison

environment, since it is based mainly on independent learning. Offenders can therefore
maximise the use of their time in prison to gain new knowledge and skills62. ICT can

also help to extend the range of learning opportunities available in prisons, by

facilitating access to a wider range of courses than can be provided on site. lt can also

help to overcome the problem of lack of continuity for those prisoners who are moved

to another institution or on short-term sentences and therefore unable to continue
participating in a course offered on site.

Nevertheless, e-learning and distance learning can be problematic in prisons, where

access to the internet may be restricted or closely monitored. A number of EU-funded
projects have thus sought to identify new and practical ways to exploit the use of ICT in
prison education, within the boundaries required by penal policies. Details of some of
these projects can,be found in the backgrou4d paper for Working Group Series C
(GRUNDTVIG ANOLEONARDO DA VNIC/ - Analysis of Proiects and Key Messages)

and in the compendium of Grundtvig and Leonardo da Vinci projects which have been

prepared for this Pathways to lnclusion conference. A number of projects funded

through the EQUAL initiative have also focused on ICT skills or exploited the benefits
of using ICT in the learning process. These are described in the separate paper
'Learning for Resettlement and Reintegration', also prepared for this conference.

61

hftp:/lflexskolen.dUindex.php?option=com content&task=view&id=44&ltemid=39&PHPSESSID=765c882d6f7430
b8758e5de4d01 abde6
M S"hrll"r, Pr"fJrc.- e and Lifetong Learning; National lnstitute for Adult and Continuing Learning (NIACE). lnternet:
http://www.n iace.orq.uUlifelonqlearninqinqu irv/docs/IFLL-Crime.pdf
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As previously explained, the problem of ICT equipment in prison education is strongly
related to prison security routines. ICT is a tool for communication and information in
most areas of society today, including the criminal arena. On the other hand, most
educational programmes today have come to require more or less full-time use of a
computer both as a tool for information access and as a means for communication with
the teacher. Without access to a computer and the lnternet students are more or less
denied access to the arena where education takes place. This means that for some
courses, especially at university or college, independent study in prison is no longer
realistic option. Thus, there is a need to solve the conflict between security and full
access to education.

It is also important to prepare teaching staff with the skills and knowledge required to
implement e-learning within prisons. The BLiS project, described below, is extending
the EL|S (e-learning im Strafuollzug = e-learning in Prison) Learning Management
System (LMS) approach and aims to sqpport prison education staff in Germany to
provide blended learning (where online and face-to-face instruction are combined).

ELiS & BLiS (Blended Learning in Prison)

EL|S and the LMS's in North Rhine Westphalia (NRW), ZuBiLiS and TELFI in Austria use the
llias Software, which is additionally combined with Linux, Microsoft and Citrix server technology.
All were developed within the EQUAL lnitiative between 2001 and 2006, with the goal to support
all relevant target groups in the prison population from illiteracy, via basic and vocational training
to higher education.

EL|S started as an EQUAL Development Partnership Project. lt was taken over in 2007 by the
Northern Alliance on Education, Training and Employment of seven Regional Justice

63 Bent Dahle Hansen and Paal Chr Breivik, lnternet for inmates in Norwegian Pnsons (/F/). lnternet:
http://www. orisonerseducation.orq.u Uindex.php?id=344

lnternet for lnmates in Norwegian Prisons,

The Norwegian subject curriculum includes an aim for learners to acquire competences to use
digital tools. This skill is also becoming important for exams, both for preparing for exams and
writing exam papers. At the same tlme, there are many websites on the lnternet which need to
be restricted for offenders and its use for communication also needs to be closely monitored.

ln Norway, a follow-up project to the PIPELINE project funded by Grundtvig (see the background
paper for Working Group Series C for further information) has set out to facilitate access to the
lnternet for those serving prison sentences, for educational purposes. lnternet for lnmates (lFl)
has been developed over several years, through close cooperation between the correctional
services and the educational authorities. By the end of 2010, it is envisaged that all prisons in
Norway will be linked up to a national network which facilitates access to the internet in line with
the security requirements of the prison environment. This is based on the categorisation of sites
according to over one hundred categories (e.9. 'search engines', 'news', 'sports'but also'drugs',
'pornography' etc). Sites which are not categorised cannot be accessed.

High security prisoners have restricted access to sites which are considered safe and are also
restricted in their communication via the lnternet. Low security prisoners are given access to
more categories of website and are not subject to a communication filter. The communication
filter is also altered for pedagogical websites, so that users can undertake interactive tasks for
educational purposes. The network also has a system for tracking usage of the lnternet, which
can be used by prison officers to monitor the activities of individual learners.
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Departments of Northern Germany and is being continuously enhanced. The LMS now hostsaround 200 rearning programmes for inmates and some ,t# trrining streams in 11 GermanFederal states' lt also integrat"" erternai-riut"riur from the *"i ,no access to the DistanceLearning Universitv of Hagei. Th"r; i. ;;;i,i"r,", board of pri*n n"""0 teachers, who evatuateprogrammes to decide which software will be acquired. rn terms or 
"ontervtu"rning 

programmea substantial further step ahead will be the Jor" .oop"ration with ZuBiLis and rELFI , which willenable access to the vocational training ,ri",Lr of the NRW Regional Ministry of Education.
Based on the very successful experience in an 

-er-1! 
sub-project of prison education staff in theGerman Federar state of aranoenourg,-in'',Jr.,i"r, the pratform *u"'intun"irery used, the BLisprolect - Blended tearlip. im .stranittz,r'i] t'.ro"d rearning in prison) - was raunched inDecember 2008' This.project it ,ri;t;"'used on teacher iraining and wi1 continue untirNovember 201r when it is pranned t"t tulci i"i;irr;;;;rrr'1""""rt_"ontained 

managed byJustice authorities. The project is co-funded by the errop""n GJu, Fund. (ESF). Existing
,"#::ffiT: ;,|[ff- 

opportunities rrom across 11 German reoeJ states.a wir be shared

The main aim of the project is to develop teaching and rearning materiar covering the topics ofjlfliiJSil;lrversitv und tor"rur"u, 
",r"l"o 

rp"cificaily ro, teac-r,ers worr<ins in prisons. project
. Developing educational content
' Expansion of the existing ELiS rearning pratform to four new Federar stateso Networking across Federal States, oriiging together Blended Learning activities to facilitatesynergy effects and collaborative learnirig
' lncreasing learning occasions, by includiig leisure activities in the educational systemIt is important to improve staff competences in Blended Learning so that it can become acomplementary facirity of teaching 

"no 
re".-ing in prisons. ft,r"] tn" BLis project provides

ffi::,lffind 
training for teachJrs ano mrrtipriers in penar irrtiirt"", within the 11 Federar

3.8 Prison Environment and Staff
ln addition to the 'dispositional barriers' to learning mentioned previously, offendersalso face institutional and situationat-uarriers asiociated *itn t"ir. imprisonment.These incrude for exampre interrupted rggrnino caused by a move to anotherinstitution' shortage of resources ,nJior" 

"t"n, 
limiied ,rair"oirity of places for learnersand restricted offer in terms of rever- ,rl 
"";;;ii."fr'"oruriousry mentioned,restrictions on access to internet and e-mail can also have a significant impact onprisoners' abirity to u.:u:: rearning opportunities. rt may rLo o" difficurt to identifysuitable learning opportunities ror sio.t-tli, pri"oners. Thus, it is cte* that teaching inprisons is very differe.nt from teaching in a Inormar edu"rtior'oi trrining provider and is

ln the aforementioned survey amonn ,r,.or"o ,n an" UK, those respondents who hadparticipated in rearning but not 
""rpi"r"o their course ;;; asked to provide thereasons why this had happened. Almost harf (41%,51 responses) indicated that thereason was that they had been moved to anothe, pri.on6i-in tne ruoroic countries

l."t",.,'*,'J:i:ilTl?;31"#f,,l.l,iliXlfuil"ssen, Meckrenburs-Vorpommern, Lower Saxony, Rhinerand-paratinate,
ut The Right to education of persons in detention' reeo-1:,,f.tlre speciaJra,pporteur-on the right to education, Victor Mufroz:

ing to prisoner. learners
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inadequate (or inadequate access to) ICT equipment has been identified by prisoners
as the main barrier to the completion of their educational activitiesu' - the recent survey
among all inmates in Denmark, Finland, lceland and Norway, and a representative
selection of inmates in Sweden, revealed that inadequate access to ICT equipment
was considered by far the greatest problem by prisoners in all five countries. Other
problems were prison security routines, transfer while serving sentences, inadequate
access to literature, disturbances in prison, and sentence served before course ends68.

ln all five Nordic countries prisoners with short sentences, for instance three to four
months, seem to believe that it is impossible to begin or complete a course of
education within the short period of incarceration. The report notes that "rt ls
paradoxical that prisoners considered a short sentence as an impediment to getting
started with studies, particularly for prisoners whose lack of education or interrupted
education have paved the way into a life of crime'6e. lt is extremely unfortunate,
particularly for young prisoners, who are often given short sentences, that this
becomes an obstacle to schooling. Thus, prison staff and teachers play an important
role in offering education to these young people, both formal education and short
courses. Such short courses may include vocational certificates or preparatory courses
for the labour market.

The specificity of prison education also needs to be taken into account in the training,
recruitment and contracting of teaching staff. The need for flexibility should be reflected
in the contracting of staff, so that there is a core teaching staff, plus others on flexible
contracts who can be brought in according to need. ln Norway, this need for prison
education and training to meet the needs of its learners was addressed in the 2005
White Paper on Education and Training in the Correctional Services, where it was
decided that "Within the limits of the contract, the school owner and the local school
are responsible for arranging for provision of instruction throughout the year in a way
that addresses fhe needs of inmates and emptoyees alike'rq.

Nevertheless, it is important for prison education to be as similar to provision 'outside'
as possible. This will enable learners to continue their learning on release and will
ensure that their achievements are recognisable by employers for example. lt is also
important for prison education and training to be delivered through a student-centred
approach and for a broad curriculum to be offered. Prison education and training
should not be limited merely to the provision of basic and vocational qualifications but
should also include support for offenders to change their 'world-view', since a change
in values and motivations is vital for successful reintegration and the prevention of re-
offending.Tl

'i"
Prison staff, as well ds teachers and trainers, play an important role in promoting
lifelong learnin$ among prisoners. lt is thus crucial that they are aware of the value of
prison education and training opportunities. Prisoners themselves can also play an

http://www.orisonerseducation.orq.uk/fileadmin/user upload/doc/offender learninq matters/BRAIN CELLS REP
9RT. 11th MAY 09.edf
"' Langelid, T., Maki, M., Raundrup, K., Svensson, S. eds.,2009, Nordic Prison Education, A Lifelong Learning
Pe rspective. I nternet: http ://www.norden.orq/islutqafa/utqef id-ef n i/2009-536
68 Eikeland, O.-.t., n4an Prlsons. Prisoners'educational
background, preferences and motivation. Copenhagen: Nordic Council of Ministers. lnternet:
http://www.norden.orq/en/publications/oubl ications/2009-508
5u rbid- plol
'o lnternet: http://www.epea.orq/imaqes/pdf/AnotherSprinq(Norway).odf
" lnformati6i-ffidEE-E[Dr. Anne Costelloe, former chair of the European Prison Education Association (EPEA)
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important role in advocating the importance of taking up learning opportunities and can
be engaged in the process, for example as mentorsT2.

Training in foreign languages and cultures for prison staff in Cyprus

ln Cyprus, the training provided to prison officers has been adapted to take account of the
change in the characteristics of the prison population. The training now includes awareness of
foreign cultures and of learning foreign languages. ln addition, an important requirement for
prison staff is now knowledge of the English language. This means that communication between
offenders and prison staff has improved and at the same time this has facilitated learning among
the offenders.T3

A culture of collaboration is also important to ensure that prisons can fulfil their role in
supporting the education and training of offenders. lt is important for the prison to work
closely with other stakeholders such as education and training providers and national
and regional authorities and agencies in the sphere of prison and probation. A clear
understanding among these partner organisations of where responsibility lies for each
element of the offender 'support package' is therefore essential.

Allocation of responsibilities between the education and training sector and the
correctional services in Nonrvay

Administrative cooperation, which is included in the Penal lmplementation Act, has taken place
in Norway over a long period. Through cooperation agreements and joint instructions, the
responsibilities of different actors are made clear, cooperation is strengthened and better
solutions are found. Offenders are thus well supported before, during and after their
imprisonmentTa.

A Circular on the administrative cooperation between the education and training sector and the
correctional services was issued in 2008. This circular clearly outlines the responsibilities of the
institutional actors involved in the education and training of offenders:

- the correctional services (responsible, among other things, for overseeing the administrative
cooperation and making practical provisions so that offenders can make use of the
education and training offered)

- the education and training sector (responsible, among other things, for creating a stimulating
learning environment and high quality content, for providing learning materials and
equipment and for continuing to offer appropriate education and training programmes to
offenders after transfer or release)

The circular also sets out the procedures for cooperation at central and regional / county and
local levels. For instance, responsibility is held at regional level for involving other agencies
cooperating with the eor:rectional servicesTs' '..' i' .

One of the, most difficult and complex matters that educators must determine is their
position in relation to the prison system as a whole and in relation to prisoners
themselves. lt is the Correctional Services who are responsible for running prisons and
clearly, educational work must be carried out within the constraints set by the prison

" Schuller, Prot.7 , Crime and Lifelong Learning, National lnstitute for Adult and Continuing Learning (NIACE). lnternet:
http://www.niace.org.u Ulifelonqlearn inqi nqu irv/docs/IFLL-Crime.pdf
^ Europ"r" Prb", Edrcation Association ,2}oa, erisonEdiiiii1ffirope.
'" Punishment that works - less crime : a safer society, Repqft to the Stofting on the Norwegian Correctionalservlces.
lnternet:

ilttp://imo3.custompublish.com/qetfile.php/757321.823.pvsuvuxtrf/enqelsk.pdf?return=www.kriminalomsorqen.no'" Ministry of Justice and the Police, Ministry of Education and Research (Norway), Circular on administrative cooperation
between the education and training sector and the Norwegian correctional services.



authorities on the basis of security and other overall objectives of the prison system. ln
this setting, the governor plays an important role in developing a good atmosphere and
cooperation with the educational sector and with other agencies involved in the prison
service.

ln Norway, according to the Execution of Sentences Act ($ 4) the Correctional Service
should co-operate with other public agencies to make provisions for prisoners and
remand prisoners to be given the services they are entitled to by law. At local level, it is
the governor who is responsible for organising this cooperation between the different
agencies.T6

Furthermore, governors increasingly have more responsibility for budgets and it can be
their role to determine the allocation of funding to education and training for individual
prisons. Governors therefore need to be aware of and recognise the importance of
education and training within the prison environment. Where educational authorities
have responsibility for prison education and training, it is less likely that provision will
be affected in times of budgetary cuts.

ln many countries offenders are required to participate in activities: work, education or
some other approved activity. The prison and probation services and the educational
authorities at national, regional and local levels together discuss the scope of and need
for educational opportunities (seen from the point of view of the needs of both the
prison population and the institutions) and what courses are to be offered.

While the educational authority has the responsibility to ensure that,prisoners receive
the education to which they have a legal right, responsibility for the coordination of the
measures implemented by the various state authorities lies with the Prison and
Probation Service. lt is their role to ensure that prisoners have well-organised, positive
options. The starting point for the prioritisation of activities for prisoners is the need for
their 'activation' (as part of the process of resocialisation). There should be flexible
teaching arrangements, so that prisoners can organise their activities as a combination
of work, schooling, programmes, and other approved activities.TT

" lbid.

77 Langelid, T., Meki, M., Raundrup, K., Svensson, Sl eds.,2009, Nordic Prison Education, A Lifetong Learning
Pe rspective - I nternet: http:l/www.norden.orq/is/utqafa/utqefid-ef ni/2009-536
" lbid.

A programme of activities for offenders, Sweden

ln Sweden, education is one element of what the Swedish Prison and Probation Service call
'programme activities'. All prisoners are required to participate in activities, which include work,
schooling, 'criminality and abuse related treatment programmes' and other structured activities. lt
is the role of the Prison and Probation Service to ensure that prisoners have access to basic
education, upper seconddry education and vocational training.

l*...

Twice a year, the regional office and local prisons meet to discuss the organisation and scope of
required activlties/activities offered by each prison. Each prisoner's learning objectives are
clarified and the remote learning options determined when necessary. When this has been done,
a meeting is held, at which the individual's studies are examined in a larger context.
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3.9 Moving on: transition and reintegration

This paper has shown that there is no doubt that education and training can support
the offender in his / her transition from prison to the 'outside world'. There is strong
evidence to link unemployment and crimeTe, thus by increasing the offender,s
employability through education and training, the likelihood that he/she will re-offend
can be decreased. Furthermore, education and training can bring benefits not only in
terms of knowledge, skills and competences but also in terms of the individual's sense
of identity, confidence, personal and social skills. Finally, it can help to provide a sense
of direction for the future, as shown in the example below.

UK Home office statistics show that 60% of offenders who are released from prison re-offend
within 2 years. A prime factor in reducing the problem of recidivism is for offenders to have a job
on release.

ln order to tackle this problem, a secure web-based resettlement tool, entifled 'the Virtual
Campus' is currently being used by offender learners and job seekers in the UK. This tool,
developed for the UK governmentby Megane.xus based on a package they already operated in
local government, adheres to top level security requirements and is approved by the Ministry of
Justice.

Based on seven pathways to resettlement (nine for women), the Virtual Campus offers learners
the chance to access tools which assist them on their journey towards social integration and
ensures that they are better prepared for the labour market.

The tool includes the following features: CV building, a search facility for courses, workshops
and jobs, access to interactive resources on housing, money, family, relationships etc and the
possibility to study accredited courses (Open Universitysl, OCN82) online in a secure
environment. The system is being piloted in several prisons across the West Midlands and the
East of England and has been a considerable success. lt is hoped that this pilot phase will be
followed by a national rollout of the tool,

The Virtual Campus caters for learners of all abilities. lts automatic CV builder has several
options, one of which is tailored for those with low literacy levels - the job seeker fills in a series
of tick boxes and a CV is created automatically and instantly saved to an eportfolio of work which
learners can then take with them from prison to prison or on to probation in the community and
beyond.

The referral feature means that the Virtual Campus is a seamless "through the gate" system.
When an offender transfers to a different prison or is released, they take their profile and
coursework, which are saved to lheir eportfotio, witf them. This means that learners can now
continue with coursewqr( and build on previqusSocuments'iCVs and assignments etc) already
created, rather than starting from the beginning every time they are transferred or go out into the
community. l11 addition, learners have the ability to communicate with and receive support from
advisors and tutors through the'secure relay messaging' functionality.

The tool's Management lnformation System (MlS) enables prison and probation staff to provide
the right information at the right time. lt helps to avoid duplication and ensures valuable data is
stored together in one place. The system also has the capability to link to the data systems used

^ Iarp-er G' And Chitty C., eds., 2005, The impact of corrections on re-offending: a review of 'what works,, UK Home
Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate. lnternet:
Fltpl&4t4eienoeoff ice. q ov. u k/rd

;; Fltp:lwww.prisonerseduc .phe?id=190'' http://www.open.ac.uk.,EttpffiiiEJffiK
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The Steinkjer model, Norw

ln Norway, a model of follow-up after release has been developed which is called the ,steinkjer
model This model is based on strong interagency collaboration, with a focus on participants
themselves. Representatives of the various agLncies meet with the ex-offender, discuss his/her
current situation and draw up plans for the future. The meetings are arranged by the participants,
who also chair and take minutes. This model helps to mat<e tre participants feel that they aretaken seriously' lt also means that the various agencies involved are made responsible andfollow up in a constructive way.

studies show that the main motivational factors for prisoners participating in education
are related to gaining better control over the lives they would be living ,rtJr r"ter"eud. ttis essential to maintain this motivation once prisoners have finished serving theirsentence and have returned to society. lt is therefore also important for lrisoneducation to be developed and implemented through a partnership approach betweenrelevant agencies and stakehorders (e.g. prisons, probation services, voruntary
organisations, colleges, employers etc). rn many countries, the third sector prays animportant role in the provision of learning opportunities in prisons and a strongrelationship should be developed with voluntary and community organisations
providing support to (ex-)offenders. offenders themselves, as well as their families andthe community, can also contribute to the development of education and training
opportunities and thereby help to make these more relevant and appropriate. prison
staff and teachers should participate in mandatory cooperation with authorities in the
community with the aim to facilitating the transition between prison and the community,
helping individual prisoners to draw up and implement their plans for education and
work.

Government "Return guarantee,', Norwayr

person is committed to accepting society's services and using them as intendedss.

ln autumn 2008, the Norwegian government presented a new White paper on Correctional
Services entitled Punishment that works - less crime - a safer socie,tyi.' rn" paper explains thatthe Government believes that a good point of departure on release increases the probability of
inmates succeeding in living a life without crime and introduces the Government,,return
guarantee".

Under the "return guarantee", the Norwegian Correctional Services is responsible for addressing
convicted persons' needs for and right to services, which should come into play as soon as they
are sentenced' The correctional Services are also responsible for communicating information onthose needs to the agency providing the service and for ensurrng that this happens in time forthe agency to facilitate th'e.provision of the service.in good time. prior to release. After, this the
various agencies will proVide services to convicted persons in tre same way as to other citizens.
The "return guaiantee" is based on the understanding that the most important guarantor is theconvicted person - the return guarantee will not yield the desired results unless the convicted

85 Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research, shoti version of Report no. 2l to the storting[the Norwegian storting](2004-200s) Education and rraining in the correctitnar services,;ariilii iiig. rnternet:
."Eikeland,o.-J.,Manger,r@ucationin,NordicPrlsons.Prisoners,educational
pra 

2k o g y n d, p refe re n ce s a n d m oti v at i o n coperi na gen : r.rori i" cor n"i l oi rr,,l i n i"i"o
inlunishment 

that works - /ess crime - a saier soc"iety, Repott to n" sioiiig ; the Norwegian correctionalseryrces.
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3.10

Further information on transition and reintegration can be found in the background
paper for this conference relating to the EQUAL programme, entitled 'Learning for
Resettlement and Reintegration'.

Research needs

There remain a number of gaps in the information available on prison education and
training at both national and international level. While there is some data available on
the prison population across Europe, to date research in this area has been relatively
small scale and no comparative studies of provision or policy across the Member
States could be identified through the desk research. Such a mapping exercise would
help to support the sharing of good practice and lessons learned across (and
potentially beyond) participating countries and thereby to inform the development of
future policy and practice. The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to education
recently distributed a questionnaire among all UN Member States on the right to
education and education in the context of detentionse and any future mapping exercise
among European countries could build on the responses received from European
countries. Consultation with all relevant stakeholders, from governments and the public
sector to civil society and offenders themselves, is essential to ensure that the results
of such research are balanced and address the full range of perspectives on this
complex issue.

Today, education and training represents only a small part of the total cost of each
prison place and it is suggested that increased investment in prison education and
training would be "more profitable in purely socioeconomic termsfio. Nevertheless, in a
time of economic downturn, where public sector budgets are subje6t to increased
scrutiny, it is likely to become more important to provide evidence to support the
argument for increased investment. More evidence is therefore required in relation to
the benefits of Lifelong Learning for offenders and whether it can help to reduce
offending behaviour. For those countries which are currently relying on financing from
the European Social Fund to support the provision of prison education and training,
such research would provide evidence to support the argument for more sustainable
funding in the future.

ln Sweden, one of the first socioeconomic evaluations of correctional programmes in
Europe was carried out on the 'KrAmi' projects.

A socioeconomic evaluation of the KrAmi correctional programme in Sweden

ln Sweden, the 'KrAmi' projects are run through coopefation belyveen the Prison Service, Labour
Agency and the municiphl"Social services. They suppori ex-offenders to find employment and
also suitable leisure aciivities. A researcher, Kari Jess, carried out an evaluation of the
correctional programme, which is entitled 'socioeconomic Evaluation of a Correctional
programme in Sweden - Long-Term Effects.' The evaluation found that rehabilitation to labour
market, measured in pension points, was more successful for participants in the programme
than for control groups of probation clients. One of the findings of this research was that the
return on investment in society for every Euro invested in these projects was between 10 and 18.

tn The Right to education of persons in detention, report of the special rapporteur on the right to education, Victor Mufroz:
http://www2.ohchr.orq/enqlish/bodies/hrcouncil/dois/llsession/A.HRC.11.8 en.pdf

ds.,2009, Nordic Prison eaucatnn e Lifetong Learning
Perspective. lnternet: http://www.norden.orq/is/utoafa/utqefid-efni/2009-536
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Furthermore. it rs suggested that public opinion can form a barrier to the success ofprison education opportunities and coslbenefit analyses, demonstrating the economicand social benefits of supporting offenders through education and training, could help1o rncrease public awareness in this respect, as well as to inform the development ofpolicy and allocation of funding and resources. Given the large social costs of crime,even small reductions in crime associated with education may be economicallyimportant. However, despite the many reasons to expect a causar rink betweeneducation and crime reduction, and also, more empirical evidence, more research isneeded' Major concerns with such studies have been the failure to provide controls forother factors that may contribute to re-offending, concerns related to self-selection, andinadequate follow up periodsel.

There is also currently little research into the specific educational needs of the differentsub-groups of offenders, such as female offenders, foreign offenders, those withlearning difficulties etc. The education of female prisonerJ has been criticised forpaying inadequate attention to the educational needs of this group. Likewise, althoughthe right to education for all is recognised both in interriational conventions andrecommendations and in national laws, educational courses for minority-languageprisoners have been characterised by mixed practice and a lack of central guidance.Also the education of prisoners who have various learning difficulties has beencriticised for neglecting their special needs. Further evidence of the needs of all thesegroups would help to 
_develop 

tailored, appropriate education and training opportunities
to support their rehabilitation.

ICT must be a natural part of all education and satisfactory security routines must beestablished' A learning platform must be utilised, both as an administrative and apedagogical tool and as a network linking schools. Thus, lcr access in prisons alsostands out as an area where more research effort is needed.

ln all European countries, the planning and preparation for release and monitoring afterrelease has been too poor. Considerable weaknesses have been uncovered in thisarea and emphasised the importance of improvements in the field. Thus, morethorough studies of the transition from prison educational activities to continued
education after release are needed.

Any research needs to take account of the multiple needs of offenders and the rangeof interventions in place to support them, since it is unrealistlc to asses" ,n" lrpr"itrone element of the support provided to offenders (i.e. education), without takingaccount of the other potential influences on their behaviour, attitudes and learning (e.g.support to tackle substance misuse). rt is arso important to go beyond ,what works, toidentifying 'what works' in different environments and for different offender groups (e.g.female offenders, foreig'n offenders, those with {earning difficurties, etc.)

Finally, for future research on prison education and training, a rong{erm objectivewould be to establish research groups at universities where pho 
"trd"nts 

and seniorresearchers could work together with some continuity over years. such researchgroups would be able to do in-depth work on some oi tu most significant problem
areas focused on in this report, and both raise the status and deepen the knowledge ofprison education studies as a research field. A European network of researchers fromdifferent universities would also help to inform the development of prison education

n' steurer, S. J. and smith, L. G. (2003). Education Reduces Crime. Three-State Recidivism study
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and training and to ensure that good practices and lessons learned can be shared
across Europe. As a result, the development of prison education could become much
more research-based and adapted to the prisoners' needs.
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4 DISCUSSION

For many prisoners, utilising the right to education and training has contributed to
being able to turn over a new leaf in life. But we still are not able to state that the rights
of prisoners in Europe to education have been satisfied. According to the European
Prison Rules the education of prisoners should, as far as practicable, be integrated
with the educational and vocational training system of the nation so that after release
they may continue their education and training. ln addition, other public institutions
than the prison service (i.e. educational authorities/Ministry of Education) should
provide the educational services. This integration and administrative solution is meant
to lead to circumstances that are as normal and open as possible within a basically
closed system. The financing will also be provided by educational authorities, which
will be a better guarantee that the material and financial resources are being used for
educational activities benefiting the single prisoner.

However, in many nations the integration has not progressed and educational services
are still supplied by the prison services, with the risk that they are being used to other
purposes than education. Therefore, a guarantee must be provided that irrespective of
where in Europe individuals are incarcerated, they are to be offered educational
activities that are equivalent to the education offered by the educational authorities in
the community. Prisoners should also be able to continue studies they have embarked
on if they are transferred between prisons, as well as after release. A good
rehabilitation also means continuous opportunities for education and training, and with
a close collaboration with other enterprises. ln for example Norway the Government's
return-to-society guarantee mentioned earlier in this paper continues this concept out
in the community with the necessary follow-up.

Finally, it is also important that documentation of educational needs among the
prisoners and a research-based evaluation of prison education is implemented in a
European context. Despite the enormous political implications, too little is known about
the relationship between education and criminal behaviour. Research-based
assessments should examine the role of prison education in a wider context, and what
measures might stimulate this area of the prison service. The assessment should
cover both the systemic level, pedagogical framework and individual level. At an
individual level research should uncover prisoners' educational background, their
learning difficulties, educatioqal wishes and educational,motives. Based on research
better practice can be developed and the long teim outcomes of prison education can
be assessed.
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